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Display Night Entry Requirements - FOR ALL PHOTO ENTRIES  

 

All Members entering photos will be required to upload all their images to the website including 

any printed images, maximum file size is 2Mbs.  1920 x1200 

Categories  

1. 4 categories -Colour Prints, Mono Prints, Small (Mini) Prints & Digitally Projected Image (DPI) 

  

2. Members can enter from 1 to a MAXIMUM OF 6 ENTRIES per Display Night.  You can choose 

whatever combination of categories you wish to enter, and can change combinations every 

month depending on your own personal favourites, time, printing circumstances, etc.  

 

3.  Maximum of 3 entries in any single category:  Colour Prints, B&W/Mono Prints, Small (Mini) 

Prints and Digitally Projected Images (DPI). 

 

4. Digitally Projected Images (DPI): All digitally produced entries must be made from photos 

taken by the author. 

 

5. Small (Mini) Prints: The Small (Mini) Print definitions allow a maximum photo size of 5x7in 

(12.7cm x 17.8cm). This means that you have a choice of sizes up to the maximum of 5x7in.  

The maximum mount size for Mini Prints will remain at 8x10in (200mmx250mm).  

Context: Composition - “Getting Your Eye In” 

Small (Mini) prints should be the printed image as it comes from the camera with 

overall/global corrections such as brightness, saturation, contrast, and white balance only 

allowed. “Selective” adjustments such as burning, dodging and cloning are not 

allowed. Cropping is allowed. The prints may be produced commercially or on a home printer. 

Prints that have been “selectively” adjusted should be entered in the Large Colour Print 

section. 

 

6. Large Colour and B&W/Mono Prints have no editing constraints except they must fit within 

a maximum mount size 40cmx50cm (16in x 20 in). 

 Black & White Prints/Monochrome can be toned but not Coloured. Any hand coloured print 

or print with a mixture of Black and White and Colour material or any Black and White 

Freestyle Print with a colour element shall be placed in the Colour Print Section. Any digitally 

produced Black and White Print that retains its monochrome nature can be entered into the 

Black and White Section as long as any computer manipulation is the work of the author. 

Prints may be commercially processed, digitally produced or made in a darkroom. All original 

photos must be taken by the author. 
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Large Prints may be processed by the author, commercially processed, digitally produced, or 

be Freestyle (contain a Non-photographic Element).  

 

Rewards and Point Scoring  

1. Participation Points:  Each Open entry =1 point, Each Set Subject entry = 2 points    

2. Display Night Award Points:  Highly Commended =1 point, Merit = 2 points  

3.   End of Year Category Winners will be: 

Colour, Mono, Small {Mini} & DPI) plus Overall Winner:   the highest number of Participation 

Points + Display Night Award Points in each category, plus an overall total winner across all 

categories. 

 

 


